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Do you think content in South Indian movies is getting superior with every passing film? Do you still trip over movies like Bangalore Days,
Angamaly Diaries, Kumbalangi Nights? If that is your ...
Marathi Movie Reviews
Veteran Marathi actor Pradeep Patwardhan, known for his performance in films such as “Chashme Bahaddar”, “Ek Shodh” and “Mee
Shivajiraje Bhosale Boltoy”, died on August 9 morning ...
Marathi actor Pradeep Patwardhan dies of heart attack
In fact, even general secretaries have been restrained, demoted and expelled. Veteran Marathi actor Pradeep Patwardhan, known for his
performance in films such as “Chashme Bahaddar”, “Ek ...
Marathi Actor Pradeep Patwardhan Dies At 52
Bigg Boss Marathi season 4 is around the corner and the makers are leaving no stone unturned to make the upcoming season interesting.
The makers have recently launched a new fun promo featuring ...
Bigg Boss Marathi season 4's new promo promises 'full entertainment'; host Mahesh Manjrekar quips, "Thinking of host the upcoming season
peacefully"
You can change your city from here. Popular Marathi actor Subodh Bhave is all set to entertain the audience with his upcoming OTT project.
The actor has made an announcement about his first web ...
Subodh Bhave all set for his first Marathi web series 'Kaalsutra - Pratham Dwaar Mrityudata' with Sayaji Shinde
We would spend Saturday and Sunday having battles,” he says. Seven years on, he has released the first R&B single in Marathi, Thamb
zara, earlier this week. With lyrics that seamlessly blend ...
Mi Marathi: Indie composer from Vashi explores Indian R&B genre in his mother tongue
Planet Marathi intends to popularize the charm of Marathi entertainment through this partnership. The world’s first exclusive Marathi OTT
platform, Planet Marathi has partnered with Tata Play ...
Planet Marathi OTT collaborates with Tata Play Binge
Q Marathi has announced its content slate for the festive season with a slew of new programming initiatives with creator-Led shows, movie
band, and a watch and win contest. The channel claims to ...
Q Marathi rolls out content line-up for the festive season
The platform said it is readying itself to come up with a new slate of content and several other surprises for its viewers in the days ahead As it
completes its one-year run, Planet Marathi OTT is ...
Planet Marathi OTT claims it recorded ‘500% subscriber growth’ in a year
NEW DELHI: Amazon Prime Video will stream Marathi film Ananya on 25 August. It stars Hruta Durgule and Amey Wagh in lead roles and
had released in cinemas on 22 July. To be sure, smaller regional ...
Amazon Prime Video to stream Marathi film ‘Ananya’
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Veteran Marathi actor Pradeep Patwardhan, known for his performance in films such as Chashme Bahaddar, Ek Shodh and Mee Shivajiraje
Bhosale Boltoy, died Tuesday morning following a heart attack ...
Marathi Actor Pradeep Patwardhan Dies At 65. Tributes From Vijay Patkar, Renuka Shahane And Others
A new Marathi film titled Roop Nagar Ke Cheetey will release in cinemas on 16 September. It stars newcomers Karan Parab, Kunal Shukla,
Aayushi Bhave, Sana Prabhu, Mugdha Chaphekar and Hemal Ingle ...
New Marathi film ‘Roop Nagar Ke Cheetey’ to release on 16 September
Popular Marathi TV serial actor, Shivali Parab, was robbed of her iPhone 13 while she was on her way for a shooting at Mira road on Sunday
morning. The incident occurred at around 8.45am near ...
Bikers snatch iPhone of Marathi TV serial actor Shivali in Bhiwandi
Soon after the veteran Marathi actor's fans poured in condolences messages and prayed for strength for the bereaved's family. "Veteran
Marathi actor #PradeepPatwardhan passes away early this ...
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